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YouTube TV’s Cloud DVR  
Comes With a Catch 
THE CLOUD DVR that comes with the new YouTube TV over-the-top service 
includes unlimited storage, but there are apparently limits as to when subscribers 
can fast-forward through ads in recorded programs. 

YouTube confirmed to The Wall Street Journal that subscribers to the new 
offering, now available in five markets for $35 per month, will be forced to watch 
commercials in some popular shows recorded to the cloud DVR — a restriction that is not present in traditional 
local DVRs or cloud DVR offerings from Comcast or Sling TV, the Dish Network-owned virtual MVPD service.

Due to a “tangle of contracts” YouTube has with media giants such as The Walt Disney Co., 21st Century 
Fox and NBCUniversal, if a new TV episode is available via VOD (which disables fast-forwarding for ads), cus-
tomers won’t have access to a cloud DVR-recorded version that would support ad-skipping, the paper said, 
noting that the ad-skipping restriction doesn’t factor in if a VOD version of a show doesn’t exist.

The Journal said this restriction appears to be a special case in part because some believe YouTube “hasn’t 
done enough to battle pirated content appearing on its platform.”

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/April17. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
GLOBAL TV SUB BASE 
INCHES HIGHER 
DESPITE A SHRINKING U.S. pay TV base prompted by 
a small surge in cord-cutting, the total number of world-
wide pay TV subscribers rose by 4.03 million, or 0.93%, 
in fourth-quarter 2016, according to informitv’s latest 
Multiscreen Index report. 

Of the 100 services monitored by the report, 61 report-
ed net subscriber gains in the period, versus 67 in the 
year-ago quarter. By region, pay TV subscribership in the 
Americas fell by 50,000 in Q4, with the top 10 U.S. pro-
viders declining by 162,000 homes. The biggest growth 
surge was in the Asia-Pacific region, which was up by 2.36 million subscribers, with the region’s top 10 providers adding 1.8 million customers. 
Providers in the Europe, Middle East and Africa region saw TV subscribership grow by 1.72 million. 

The study accounts for about 420 million subscribing homes worldwide. — Jeff Baumgartner
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TECH TWEETS
“Can Amazon pull off live football in an SVOD  
product? Is a skinny bundle next?”

— Colin Dixon (@nScreenMedia), founder and chief analyst of nScreenMedia, 
speculating on what might come next for Amazon on the OTT TV front following 
its recent deal to stream Thursday-night NFL games to Prime subscribers.

Jeff Baumgartner

“We’re expanding 
Cloud DVR support 
to include Apple TV 

in the coming weeks, 
and stay tuned for 
even more devices  
to get Cloud DVR.” 

— Ben Weinberger, chief product officer at 
Sling TV, in a blog post announcing the  

provider has extended support for its paid beta 
cloud DVR trial to Roku and Android devices, 
complementing earlier access to the “First 
Look” program on Amazon Fire TV devices. 
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